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Abstract. Unsupervised image classification is a challenging computer
vision task. Deep learning-based algorithms have achieved superb results, where the latest approach adopts unified losses from embedding
and class assignment processes. Since these processes inherently have
different goals, jointly optimizing them may lead to a suboptimal solution. To address this limitation, we propose a novel two-stage algorithm
in which an embedding module for pretraining precedes a refining module
that concurrently performs embedding and class assignment. Our model
outperforms SOTA when tested with multiple datasets, by substantially
high accuracy of 81.0% for the CIFAR-10 dataset (i.e., increased by 19.3
percent points), 35.3% accuracy for CIFAR-100-20 (9.6 pp) and 66.5%
accuracy for STL-10 (6.9 pp) in unsupervised tasks.
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Introduction

Deep learning-based algorithms have led to remarkable advances in various computer vision tasks thanks to their representative power [10,21,24]. However, these
models often require active supervision from costly, high-quality labels. In contrast, unsupervised learning reduces labeling costs and, therefore, is more scalable [4,11,38].
Unsupervised image classification aims to determine the membership of each
data point as one of the predefined class labels without utilizing any label information [18,39]. Since images are high dimensional objects, most existing methods
focus on reducing dimensionality while discovering appropriate decision boundaries. The task of projecting high-dimensional data to lower dimensions is called
embedding, and the task of identifying boundaries of dense groupings is called
class assignment. Two methods are popularly used: 1) a sequential method, which
separately trains to embed and assign samples to classes, and 2) a joint method,
which simultaneously trains the samples in an end-to-end fashion.
The sequential method, depicted in Fig. 1(a), utilizes embedding learning to
represent visual similarity as a distance in the feature space [1,31]. Clustering
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Fig. 1: Unsupervised image classification methods. (a) The sequential
method embeds and assigns data points into classes separately, whereas (b) the
joint method embeds and groups into classes together. (c) The proposed method
first performs embedding learning as a pretraining step to find good initialization, then it jointly optimizes the embedding and class assignment processes.
Our two-stage design introduces unique losses upon the pretraining step.

algorithms such as k -means [25] and DBSCAN [8] are then applied. The embedding stage of this method solely reduces data dimensions, without knowledge of
the immediately following class assignment, and hence may find representations
that allow little separation between potential clusters.
The joint method, depicted in Fig. 1(b), simultaneously optimizes embedding and class assignment [4,39,41]. Some studies introduce the concept of clustering loss (e.g., k-means loss [40]) that is added to the embedding loss to
yield enough separation between decision boundaries. Information Maximizing
Self-Augmented Training (IMSAT) [15] and Invariant Information Clustering
(IIC) [18] are new methods that show remarkable performance gain over conventional sequential methods. These models effectively extract invariant features
against data augmentation by maximizing the mutual information.
Nevertheless, all of these models bear a common drawback that the goals
for embedding and class assignment are inherently different. The former encodes
high dimensional data points, whereas the latter identifies a proper class label
for data points. Hence, jointly minimizing losses for these tasks may lead to
what we identify as a “mismatched” result. A good example of a mismatch is
when clusters are identified due to trivial traits such as colors rather than object
shapes [4,18]. The gradient loss on the class assignment process in the early
stage of training affects how images are grouped (i.e., by colors). To overcome
this limitation, some models propose using Sobel-filtered images [4,18] (i.e., black
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and white versions) and avoiding trivial clustering, yet at the cost of losing crucial
information (i.e., colors).
This paper presents an entirely different, two-stage approach. Stage 1 is embedding learning that extracts data representation without any guidance from
human-annotated labels. The goal here is to gather similar data points in the
embedding space and find a well-organized initialization. Stage 2 is class assignment and elaboratively minimizes two kinds of losses: (1) class assignment loss
that considers assignment of both the original and augmented images and (2)
embedding loss that refines embedding and prevents the model from losing its
representation power. Our design, depicted in Fig. 1(c), outperforms existing
baselines by a large margin. The main highlights are as follows:
– The two-stage process starts with embedding learning as a pretraining step,
which produces a good initialization. The second aims to assign a class for
each data point by refining its pretrained embedding. Our model successfully
optimizes two objectives without falling into the mismatched state.
– Our method outperforms existing baselines substantially. With the CIFAR10 dataset, we achieve an accuracy of 81.0%, whereas the best performing
alternative reaches 61.7%.
– Extensive experiments and ablation studies confirm that both stages are
critical to the performance gain. Comparison with the current state-of-theart (SOTA) shows that our approach’s most considerable benefit comes from
the embedding learning initialization that gathers similar images nearby in
the low-dimensional space.
– Our model can be adopted as a pretraining step for subsequent semi-supervised
tasks. We discuss these implications in the experiments section.
Implementation details and codes are made available via GitHub3 and the
supplementary material.

2

Related Work

2.1

Unsupervised Embedding

Advances in unsupervised embedding can be discussed from three aspects: selfsupervised learning, sample specificity learning, and generative models. Among
them, self-supervised learning relies on auxiliary supervision. For instance, one
may extract latent representations from images by expanding or rotating images [9] or solving a jigsaw puzzle made of input images [27]. Next, sample
specificity learning considers every instance in the data as a single individual
class [3,38]. The idea relies on the observation that deep learning can detect similarities between classes via supervised learning. By separating all data instances
into the L2-normalized embedding space, this method gathers similar samples
automatically due to its confined space. For example, Anchor Neighborhood
Discovery (AND) [16] progressively discovers sample anchored neighborhoods to
3
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learn the underlying class decision boundaries iteratively. More recently, SuperAND [13] unifies some of the key techniques upon the AND model by maintaining invariant knowledge against small deformations [42], and by newly employing
entropy-based loss. Finally, generative models learn to reconstruct the hidden
data distribution itself without any labels. Thus, the model can generate new
samples that likely belong to the input dataset [11,19]. Some research attempts
have been made to use the generative model for deep embedding learning [29].

2.2

Unsupervised Classification

Class assignments can sequentially follow embedding or be optimized jointly.
An example sequential setting is to apply principal component analysis before
performing k -means clustering to relax the curse of dimensionality [7]. Another
example is to use matrix factorization, which allows the derived matrix to learn a
low-dimensional data representation before clustering [34]. For the face recognition task, one study embedded facial similarity features into Euclidean space and
then clustered images based on the derived embedding [31]. Another approach
is to utilize autoencoders. For example, one study stacked autoencoders in the
deep networks to handle noisy input data [35]. Another study used a Boolean
autoencoder as a form of non-linear representation [1]. Both studies showed a
considerable improvement in classification tasks at that time.
The joint method is next, which considers embedding and class assignment
simultaneously. Deep neural networks are used for the joint optimization of dimensionality reduction and clustering [40]. One study proposed the concept of
deep embedded clustering (DEC), which learns latent representations and cluster assignments at the same time [39]. For the image clustering task, another
study jointly updated clusters and their latent representations, derived by CNN
via a recurrent process [41]. The deep adaptive clustering (DAC) model [5] computes the cosine similarities between pairs of hidden features on images via CNN.
This model tackles the variant problem of the binary pairwise classification task,
where the goal is to determine whether an image pair belongs to the same cluster. DeepCluster repeatedly learns and updates the features of CNN and the
results of k -means clustering [4].
Most recently, a model called IIC (Invariant Information Clustering) has
shown superior performance [18]. This model maximizes the mutual information
of paired images. Because data augmentation does not deform the critical features of input images, this process can learn invariant features that persist in
both the original and augmented data. The framework of the IIC is novel and
straightforward. This algorithm is robust against any degeneracy in which one
or more clusters have no allocated samples, or a single cluster dominates the
others. Because of the entropy term in the mutual information, the loss cannot
be minimized if a specific cluster dominates the others.
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(a) Stage 1: Unsupervised deep embedding finds good initialization.
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(b) Stage 2: Unsupervised class assignment with refining pretrained embeddings
identifies consistent and dense groupings.

Fig. 2: Model illustration. The encoder projects input images to a lower dimension embedding sphere via deep embedding. The encoder is then trained to
gather samples with similar visual contents nearby and separate them otherwise.
Next, a multi-head normalized fully-connected layer classifies images by jointly
optimizing the class assignment and embedding losses.

3

Model

Problem Definition. Consider the number of underlying classes nc and a set
of n images I = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }. The objective of the unsupervised classification
task is to learn a mapping fθ that classifies images into the pre-defined nc clusters
without the use of any labels. Each stage of our method is described below.
3.1

Stage 1: Unsupervised Deep Embedding

The goal of this stage is to extract visually essential features without the use of
any labels. An ideal embedding scenario should discriminate images of different
classes and place them far apart in the embedding space while gathering similar
images near each other. Since the model does not know beforehand which images
are in the same class, the unsupervised embedding task is inherently challenging.
Several advances have been made in this domain, including self-supervised learning, sample specificity learning, and generative models. Among them, we adopt
Super-AND [13] to initialize the encoder. This model achieves high performance
for unsupervised deep embedding tasks.
Super-AND extends AND [16], a powerful sample specificity learning method,
by employing (1) data augmentation and (2) entropy-based loss. Total three
losses are used for training: AND-loss (Land ), UE-loss (unification entropy loss,
Lue ), and AUG-loss (augmentation loss, Laug ). Following the original AND algorithm, Super-AND considers every data occurrence as an individual class and
separates the data in the L2-normalized embedding space. Then, the model
groups the data points into small clusters by discovering the nearest neighborhood pairs, which is depicted in Fig. 2(a). The model runs iteratively to increase
the number of identified subclasses by focusing on local clusters in each round.
The subclass information is used for a self-supervised learning task to distinguish every local cluster. AND-loss considers each discovered neighborhood pair
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or remaining data instance as a single class to separate. This cross-entropy loss
is written as:
X
X
X
log pii ,
(1)
pji ) −
Land = −
log(
i∈N

j∈Ñ (xi )∪{i}

i∈N c

where N is the selected part of the neighborhood pair sets with its complement
N c , Ñ (xi ) is the neighboring image i, and pji represents the probability of i-th
image being identified as j-th class.
UE-loss intensifies the concentration effect of AND-loss. UE-loss is defined
as the entropy of the probability vector p̃i except for instance itself. p̃i , which is
computed from the softmax function, represents the similarity between instance
i and the others in a probabilistic manner. The superscript j in p̃ji denotes
the j-th component value of a given vector p̃i . By excluding the class of one’s
own, minimizing UE-loss makes nearby data occurrences attract each other —
a concept that is contrary to the sample specificity learning. Jointly employing
UE-loss with the AND-loss will enforce the overall neighborhoods to be separated while keeping similar neighborhoods to be placed closely. The UE-loss is
calculated as follows:
XX j
Lue = −
p̃i log p̃ji .
(2)
i

j6=i

Lastly, AUG-loss is defined to learn invariant image features against data
augmentation. Since augmentation does not deform the underlying data characteristics, invariant features learned from the augmented data will still contain
the class-related information. Model regards every augmentation instance as a
positive sample and reduces the discrepancy between the original and augmented
pair in embedding space. In Eq. 3, p̄ji denotes the probability of wrong identification to class-j for the original i-th image, when p̄ii describes that of correct
identification to class-i for an augmented version of i-th image. Then, AUG-loss
is defined as a cross entropy to minimize misclassification over batch instances.
XX
X
Laug = −
log(1 − p̄ji ) −
log p̄ii
(3)
i

j6=i

i

The three losses are combined by weight manipulation on the UE-loss (Eq. 4).
Weights for UE-loss w(t) are initialized from 0 and increased gradually. The
Super-AND model is trained by optimizing the total loss, and finally, the trained
encoder becomes an initial point for the classification model in the next stage.
Lstage1 = Land + w(t) × Lue + Laug
3.2

(4)

Stage 2: Unsupervised Class Assignment with Refining
Pretrained Embeddings

The goal of this stage is to identify appropriate boundaries among classes. Unlike
the first stage, an ideal class assignment requires not only ideal embedding, but
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also requires dense grouping to form decision boundaries with sufficient margins.
This stage handles the given requirements by refining the initialized embeddings
from the previous stage. Here, two kinds of losses are defined and used: class
assignment loss and consistency preserving loss.
Mutual Information-Based Class Assignment. Mutual information quantifies mutual dependencies of two random variables [28], and measures how much
two variables share the same kind of information. For example, if two variables
are highly correlated or come from the same underlying distribution, their mutual
information is significant, i.e., higher than zero. We can regard mutual information as the KL-divergence between the joint distribution and the product of its
marginal distribution as follows:
I(x, y) = DKL (p(x, y)||p(x)p(y))
XX
p(x, y)
=
p(x, y) log
p(x)p(y)

(5)
(6)

x∈X y∈Y

= H(x) − H(x|y).

(7)

The IIC (Invariant Information Clustering) model has been proposed for unsupervised classification to maximize the mutual information between the samples and the augmented set of samples [18]. This unique method trains the
classifier with invariant features from data augmentation as follows: Suppose
we have an image set x and a corresponding augmented image set g(x) with a
function g that geometrically transforms input images. The mapping fθ classifies
the images and generates the probability vector y = fθ (x), ŷ = fθ (g(x)) of all
classes. Then, the model tries to find an optimal fθ that maximizes the following
terms:
max I(y, ŷ) = max(H(y) − H(y|ŷ)).
θ

θ

(8)

By maximizing mutual information, we can prevent the clustering degeneracy,
i.e., some clusters dominate the others, or there are no instances in a certain
cluster. Since mutual information can be decomposed into two terms, maximizing
I(y, ŷ) leads to maximizing H(y) and minimizing H(y|ŷ). More specifically, H(y)
is maximized when every data sample is evenly assigned to every cluster; we can
avoid degenerated solutions after optimization while consistent clusters are made
with minimized H(y|ŷ).
We denote the joint
Pprobability distribution of y and ŷ over the batch B to
matrix P (i.e., P = n1 i∈B fθ (xi ) · fθ (g(xi ))T ), where n is the size of batch B).
Using this matrix, we can easily define the objective function targeted to maximize the mutual information. By changing its sign, we define a class assignment
loss Lassign (Eq. 9), where c and c0 denote the class indices of the original and
its augmented version, respectively. In the equation, Pcc0 denotes the element at
c-th row and c0 -th column, where Pc and Pc0 are the marginals over the rows
and columns of the matrix.
XX
Pcc0
Lassign = −
Pcc0 · log
(9)
Pc0 · Pc
0
c
c
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Consistency Preserving on Embedding. We added an extra loss term, consistency preserving loss Lcp , to penalize any mismatch between original and augmented images. If the model only focuses on assigning class, during the process
of dense grouping, embedding results can be easily modified just to match the
number of final classes. By concurrently minimizing Lcp , our model can refine
its embedding and avoid hasty optimization.
Assume that the vi is the representation of an image xi produced by the
encoder in Stage 1. This vi is projected into the normalized sphere, where the
dot product can calculate the similarity of instances. Since augmented images
have the same contents as the original ones, the similarity distance between them
should be closer than other instances. We calculate p̂ji (i 6= j), the probability
of given instance i classified as j-th instance, and p̂ii , the probability of being
classified as its own i-th augmented instance (Eq. 10). The temperature value, τ ,
ensures that the label entropy distribution remains low [14]. Consistency preserving loss Lcp finally minimizes any misclassified cases over the batches (Eq. 11).
exp(vj> vi /τ )
exp(vi> v̂i /τ )
i
P
,
p̂
=
p̂ji = Pn
n
i
>
>
k=1 exp(vk vi /τ )
k=1 exp(vk v̂i /τ )
XX
X
Lcp = −
log(1 − p̂ji ) −
log p̂ii
i

j6=i

(10)
(11)

i

The total unsupervised classification loss for the second stage is defined as
follows (Eq. 12). λ is a hyper-parameter used for manipulating the weight of the
consistency preserving loss term.
Lstage2 = Lassign + λ · Lcp

(12)

Normalized Fully-connected Classifier. The commonly used fully-connected
layer computes a weighted sum over the input. However, for feature vectors projected to a unit sphere space, as in the case of our encoder model, the conventional fully-connected layer with a bias term does not fit well. This is because the
scale of the weights and bias obtained during training for each class can become
pronounced to make drastic decisions after the softmax function. These variable
sizes of weight vectors can lead to internal covariate shifts [17,30].
We introduce the normalized fully-connected layer (Norm-FC) without any
bias term for classification. Each weight in Norm-FC becomes a prototype vector
of each class, and images are classified by evaluating similarity in comparison
with the class prototypes. Compared to the original classifier with the softmax
function, Norm-FC is the layer whose weights w are L2-normalized (Eq. 13). To
improve prediction confidence (i.e., reduce entropy in the distribution of model
prediction), we additionally divide temperature τc < 1 before the softmax function, as in Eq. 10. The temperature τc is critical for adjusting the concentration
of feature vectors projected in unit sphere [36,38]. In the following equation, yij
is the j-th element of the classification probability vector for image xi , and wj
is the weight vector for class j in the fully-connected layer. Encoder with five
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Norm-FC classification heads is used for the second stage classifier.
w

exp( ||wjj || · vi /τc )
yij = P
wk
k exp( ||wk || · vi /τc )

4

(13)

Experiments

We conducted extensive experiments and compared the model’s performance
against other baselines. We also examined how each of the two stages contributes
to the performance gain. Last, we evaluated the performance after training with
a dataset with scarce labels to analyze the relevance of the model to semisupervised models. Implementation details such as model architecture and the
reasoning behind hyper-parameter values such as τc , λ, and w(t), can be found
in supplementary material.
4.1

Image Classification Task

Datasets. Three datasets are used. (1) CIFAR-10 [20] consists of a total of
60,000 images of 32×32 pixels and 10 classes, including airplanes, birds, and
cats. (2) CIFAR-100(20) [20] is similar to CIFAR-10, but with 100 classes. Each
class contains 600 images, which are then grouped into 20 superclasses. We use
both CIFAR-100 and CIFAR-20, a version using 20 superclasses. (3) STL-10 [6]
contains 10 classes of 96×96 pixel images, based on 13,000 labeled images and
100,000 unlabeled images.
Evaluation. The Hungarian method [22] was used to achieve the best bijection permutation mapping between the unsupervised results and ground-truth
labels. Then, the mapping was finally evaluated with top-1 classification accuracy. Given a network with five classification heads, we select the head with the
lowest training loss for our final model.
Results. Table 1 compares the performances against the baselines. Across the
three datasets, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-20, and STL-10, our model outperforms baselines substantially in classification accuracy, even when compared to the best
performing sequential and joint classification algorithms. In the case of STL-10,
we evaluated the model trained with both unlabeled and labeled datasets for
a fair comparison with IIC. For CIFAR-100, whose results are omitted in the
table, our model reports 28.1% for the lowest loss head accuracy as opposed to
20.3% for the IIC model (i.e., the current SOTA model).
4.2

Component Analyses

We conducted an ablation study by repeatedly testing the performance after
removing or modifying each module. Such a step can confirm the efficacy of each
component. We then interpret the model’s predictions via qualitative analysis.
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Table 1: Comparison of different unsupervised classification models.
We report the accuracy (%) of our model from the head with having the lowest
training loss. Baseline results are excerpted from the IIC paper [18].
Network

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-20

STL-10

Random network
k -means [37]
Autoencoder (AE) [2]
SWWAE [43]
GAN [29]
JULE [41]
DEC [39]
DAC [5]
DeepCluster [4]
ADC [12]
IIC [18]

13.1
22.9
31.4
28.4
31.5
27.2
30.1
52.2
37.4
32.5
61.7

5.9
13.0
16.5
14.7
15.1
13.7
18.5
23.8
18.9
16.0
25.7

13.5
19.2
30.3
27.0
29.8
27.7
35.9
47.0
33.4
53.0
59.6

Our Model

81.0

35.3

66.5

First Stage Ablations. We modify the first stage unsupervised embedding
algorithm to various alternatives including state-of-the-art embedding methods [16,38], and measure the changes in the embedding quality and the final
classification accuracy. Embedding quality is measured by the weighted k-NN
classifier considering that the training labels are known [16]. For each test sample, we retrieve 200 nearest training samples based on the similarities in the embedding space and perform weighted voting for measuring its embedding quality.
Table 2 describes the embedding quality and corresponding classification accuracy on CIFAR-10, which shows that the Super-AND algorithm outperforms
other initialization alternatives in terms of the embedding quality and classification accuracy. This finding is evidence that the quality of pretrained embedding
contributes to the final classification accuracy. We note that the Lemniscate [38]
algorithm performs poorly in classification, although its embedding accuracy
is reasonable. We speculate that this trend is due to the encoder’s ambiguous
knowledge learned only by separating every instance over the embedding space.

Second Stage Ablations. We modify (1) the network that trains the classifier
and (2) the kind of classifier algorithm. For the former, we evaluated the classifier
performance without the consistency preserving loss Lcp , without weight normalization, and without temperature in the softmax function. All experiments had
an equal setting of a pretrained encoder from the first stage. Table 3 displays the
comparison results, which demonstrate the significance of each component. We
find temperature τc to be critical for correctly training the classifier, which can be
explained by the topological characteristics of the normalized vector, i.e., it has
a confined space, and the temperature is critical for amplifying certain signals.
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Table 2: Comparison of deep embedding algorithms on CIFAR-10. The
better encoder our model has, the more precise prediction the model can produce.
Initialization
Random
Lemniscate [38]
AND [16]
Super-AND [13]

Embedding Quality

Class Assignment Quality

(k-NN accuracy)

(Top-1 classification accuracy)

80.8
86.3
89.2

58.6
63.8
73.9
81.0

Table 3: Test of alternative algorithms on CIFAR-10. Every component
of the model contributes to a performance increase, and the two-stage design is
superior than the sequential or joint versions.
Alternatives

Accuracy

Without Lcp in Eq. 12
Without weight normalization
Without temperature (i.e., τc =1)

58.2
56.0
19.5

Sequential: first stage + k -means
Sequential: first stage + Hierarchical clustering
Joint: first & second stage

38.3
49.9
68.4

Two-stage model with full features

81.0

We next test alternative algorithms, including sequential and joint versions
of our model. For the sequential method, k -means and hierarchical clustering are
adopted for the class assignment, while maintaining the pretrained encoder of the
proposed model. The joint approach combines the losses from both stages and
optimize concurrently. The comparison results in the table report a substantial
drop in the accuracy of these variants, implying that the proposed two-stage
paradigm contributes to a performance gain.
Qualitative Analysis. Fig. 3 illustrates the visual interpretation of our model’s
prediction by Grad-CAM [32]. The blue framed images are the success cases and
imply that our model can capture unique visual traits for each class, such as
legs in the horse class, funnels in the ship class, wings in the airplane class, and
horns in the deer class. The red framed images are failure cases, in contrast, and
show that these cases are unable to detect key visual traits for the given class.
4.3

Improvement over SOTA

So far, we have demonstrated that the algorithm’s superior performance. To
understand what attributes to such novelty, we analyze the intermediate states of
the proposed model against IIC, the current state-of-the-art. Fig. 4(a) tracks the
temporal changes in mutual information I(y, ŷ) in Eq. 7 by its two components:
H(y) and H(y|ŷ).
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Fig. 3: Successes and failure cases from STL-10. Blue images are the success
cases, where the highlighted part indicates how the model interpreted class traits
based on the Grad-CAM visualization. Red images are the failure cases, where
the model finds periphery areas to contain significant class traits.

The figure shows that IIC gradually achieves higher H(y), whereas our method
starts with a high-value, thanks to the competitive advantage of the pretraining step. Note that a higher value indicates that data points are well divided
across clusters. Next, IIC starts with a much larger H(y|ŷ) value compared to
our model at epoch 0. Furthermore, while IIC gradually finds model instances
with smaller H(y|ŷ) values, our method is more aggressive in identifying good
clusters. Those drastic decreases are contributed by the consistency preserving
loss, which enhances embedding refinement. Note that a lower value for this
second term indicates that the cluster assignments of the original image and its
augmentation version are closely related.
The visualization in Fig. 4(b) represents the corresponding clusters at different training epochs. Images appear well dispersed for our model at epoch 0.
However, the lower H(y) value for IIC is due to missing clusters, or those with
zero matched images. This result implies that pretraining alleviates the mismatch between embedding and class assignments more effectively than IIC. The
bottom row shows the per-class accuracy. The proposed model far exceeds IIC
in the classification of images for every single class in all examined epochs.
We examined the confusion matrix between the ground truth labels and
classification results in Fig. 5. The results are shown separately for our model
trained after 300 epochs and IIC trained after 2,000 epochs. A perfect classification would only place items on the diagonal line. The figure shows that the
proposed model eventually finds the right cluster for most images, although cluster assignments for some classes such as birds, cats, and dogs are error-prone.
Nonetheless, the IIC model, even after six times longer training epochs, achieves
less accurate performance compared to our model.
4.4

Implication on Semi-supervised Learning

Can unsupervised learning methods bring new insights into well-known tasks? As
a practical implication, we next discuss the potential of the proposed approach to
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(a) Change of mutual information (i.e., H(y) − H(y|ŷ)) across the epoch.
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Fig. 4: Performance difference between the two models, IIC and ours,
as they are trained on CIFAR-10. (a) Mutual information I(y, ŷ) of IIC is smaller
than that of our model across all epochs as it is associated with the quality of
classification depicted in (b) the form of clustering and classification accuracy.

assist in classical image classification tasks with a small amount of labeled data.
As an empirical test, we compare the classification accuracy of (semi-) supervised
models against their variants that utilize our method in the pretraining step.
Datasets. Two datasets are chosen for evaluating semi-supervised learning tasks.
(1) the CIFAR-10 dataset and (2) the SVHN dataset [26], which is a real-world
digit dataset with 10 classes of 32×32 pixel images. We used only 4,000 labels in
CIFAR-10 and 1,000 labels in SVHN for training. The unlabeled dataset is also
used by semi-supervised learning models, excluding the supervised model.
Results. For both CIFAR-10 and SVHN, our model surpasses the fully-supervised
baselines. Table 4 shows that the proposed model can even match some of the
semi-supervised learning algorithms. By applying a simple Π-model [23] or the
mean teacher model [33] to our pretrained network, a semi-supervised model can
obtain meaningful starting points that contribute to performance improvement.
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(a) Our Model at 300 epochs

(b) The IIC model at 2,000 epochs

Fig. 5: Comparison of confusion matrices. The final confusion matrices on
CIFAR-10 are given, where columns are the predicted class, and rows are the
actual class. Classifications on the diagonal line show that our model produces
superior results than IIC.

Table 4: Classification accuracy on partially labeled datasets. Applying
our model as a pretraining to the existing semi-supervised methods such as
Π-Model and Mean Teacher yields enhancing the classification accuracy.
Algorithms

5

CIFAR-10 SVHN

Supervised
Π-Model [23]
Mean Teacher [33]

79.7
83.8
84.2

87.7
92.2
93.5

Our Model + Supervised
Our Model + Π-Model
Our Model + Mean Teacher

85.4
85.8
88.0

93.4
93.6
94.2

Conclusion

Unsupervised image classification has endless potential. This study presented a
new two-stage algorithm for unsupervised image classification, where an embedding module precedes the refining module that concurrently performs embedding
and class assignment. The pretraining module in the first stage initializes data
points and relaxes any mismatches between embedding and class assignment.
The next stage uniquely introduces the Lcp loss term on the mutual informationbased algorithm. Combinations of these stages led to massive gain over existing
baselines across multiple datasets. These improvements have implications across
a broad set of domains, including semi-supervised learning tasks.
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